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Lucky 7

Jackpot Mountain
Ticket Form Number:
Manufacturer:

13545
Douglas Press Inc.

Price:

$0.50

Number of Tickets in Deal:

2660

Top Instant Prize:

$50.00

Payout:

$958.00

Profit:

$372.00

Percent Payback:

72.03%

Total Instant Winners:
Overall Odds of Winning:
Approval Date:

Seal Card Closed

Seal Card Open

168
1:15.83
09/25/09

This is a standard seal card game encompassing hold tickets, which qualify for a seal
prize and
instant win tickets. All instant winners have the cashier feature, which is the total
winning amount.
The "hold" tickets are identified by the word "hold."
How to Play
To play, the player would pay $0.50 for the ticket and then open the five windows on
the backside to reveal the symbols. If the symbols inside the ticket match the winning
combinations on the front of the ticket, they are a winner. All instant winners will have a
cash payout showing the amount won. There are 2,660 tickets in a deal with 168 instant
winners.
Seal Card Instructions
In addition, there are 18 "Red 13" HOLD tickets in the deal (013 through 1713), each
identified by a red number 13. Players holding a "Red 13" HOLD ticket sign their name
on the corresponding . sign-up line on the seal card, This ensures that if the game is not
completely sold out in one day, the players will receive their winnings. Once the game is
completely sold out, the operator will announce the name of the game "JACKPOT
MOUNTAIN" and serial humber, and that the game is now in play. The operator will then
open the "$10" seal windows to reveal four numbers ending in 13. These are the only
numbers that qualify for continued play on the seal card. Each player holding a ticket
with a number ending in red 13 matching a number revealed in a seal window is
awarded a $10 prize. Then the operator will open the "$20" seal windows to reveal three
numbers ending in 13. Each remaining player holding a ticket with a number ending in
red 13 matching a number revealed in a seal window is awarded an additional $20 prize.
Then the operator will open the "$70" seal windows to reveal two numbers ending in 13.
Each remaining player holding a ticket with a number ending in red 13 matching a
number revealed in a seal window is awarded an additional $70 prize. Then, the
operator will open the "$200" seal window to reveal one number ending in 13. The only
remaining player holding the ticket with the number ending in red 13 matching the
number revealed in the seal window is awarded an additional $200 prize and "mountain
play" is complete. The four players that have been awarded prizes in the "mountain
play" choose one seal each in the "JACKPOT SECTION" and the operator opens the
chosen seals. If "JACKPOT" is revealed in a seal window, the $250 jackpot contribution is
awarded to the player that chose that seal and the game is over. If "SORRY" is revealed
in all four seal windows however, the game is over and the $250 jackpot contribution is
rolled over and added to the $250 jackpot contribution of the next game.

TOTAL WINNERS

PAY OUT
VALUE

WINNING COMBINATIONS

1 Winner @ $10.00

$10.00

3 Flames

20 Winners @ $1.00

$20.00

3 Mountains

108 Winners @ $.50

$54.00

Blue 88s/99s

